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LOOKING TO IMPROVE YOUR DIGITAL EXPERIENCE?
J.D. Power can help. Visit our website or contact your account 
representative today. jdpower.com/business 

Customer expectations for digital have grown rapidly, 
especially the past year. With significant investments in digital, 
leaders have emerged and set expectations. But the utility 
industry falls short. Why? 

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE: 
WHY DO UTILITIES 
LAG BEHIND OTHER 
INDUSTRIES?

UTILITIES
OTHER
INDUSTRIESVS.

5 Years
On average, utilities only redesign their 
digital properties every five years.

Utilities are not keeping pace with 
evolving preferences and expectations.

3 Years
Other industries, including banking and 
insurance, tend to enhance their 
digital properties at a much more rapid 
cadence, with wholesale updates 
nearly every three years.

These industries are more agile in 
terms of changes and updates.

Mobile Web Experience
Utilities’ mobile website experience 
substantially underperforms other 
channels. In many industries, mobile 
traffic has surpassed desktop traffic. It 
is critical to offer a good mobile web 
experience, and utilities have a lot of 
work to do to catch up.

Mobile First
A mobile first identity has begun to 
trend in high-touch industries, 
recognizing that mobile traffic 
patterns are on the rise.

Mobile Apps
Mobile apps offer a more satisfying 
user experience. Still, a majority of 
utility companies do not offer this 
digital channel.

Mobile Apps
Other industries have placed an 
emphasis on app development with 
digital roadmaps that continue to be 
added and iterated on over time to 
anticipate expanding needs. 

Assisted Digital Channels
Most utilities don’t offer online chat, 
which is becoming table stakes. It’s a 
similar story for text.

Mobile vs. Desktop
In high-touch, digitally transformed 
industries, mobile apps consistently 
outperform desktop sites. 

Convenience
Convenience is becoming a 
commodity. Proactive digital advice 
and decision-making are becoming the 
new battleground for businesses.

20%
Twenty percent of utility customers are 
not able to resolve their problems on 
the digital channel of their choice. As a 
result, customers resort to the phone, 
which is more expensive and less 
satisfying.

Education & Communication
Educating customers is imperative. 
New best practices include building 
tools that track usage, compare 
customers to each other, provide 
information and suggest better habits.


